Sleepwood Hotel - Eupen, Belgium
The project
This hotel with a 100% wooden structure was inaugurated in 2016. The latter is part of a sustainable construction
approach using only materials of natural origin. Built with untreated Austrian spruce trees, the establishment is
committed to respecting nature all the while providing a top-of-the-range service. The bedrooms, although offering
minimalist comfort, are equipped with Domintell technology, allowing guests to control lighting, heating and ventilation
throughout their stay. The installation also acts autonomously: the heating is automatically turned off if a window is opened,
thus avoiding unnecessary energy waste. The wood in all the rooms captures heat. The purpose of all this is to create an
atmosphere of well-being and a unique experience.
The touchscreens and their stylish look fit perfectly into this setting that is both simple and modern. Their user-friendly interface
also allows the hotel staff to easily manage the establishment.
In line with the values put forward by the hotel, the automation system coupled with the wooden structure make it possible to
achieve a controlled level of energy consumption.

Testimony
Domintell’s solutions allow the hotel to be managed in a more intelligent and responsible way.
Offering our customers the possibility to configure their bedroom is one of our most precious
assets. Therefore, they are the ones who choose the environment that seems ideal to them,
in order to have a most pleasant stay. Using devices affecting our energy consumption, the
installation is in tune with our approach of a sustainable construction made of wood and clay,
thus creating the optimal conditions to offer an experience combining nature and technology
in a perfect blend.”

The Owners

Installation objectives
Energy savings

Room management

Comfort

Reduce your energy
consumption by taking
control of your appliances.

Manage all the rooms in your
hotel from a single place,
with a single touch.

Create the atmosphere
you want in a room by
influencing lighting,
heating and ventilation.

Zoom on the DPBTLCD02 touchscreen
This small LCD touchscreen, available in three different colors, manages various aspects of
an installation including lighting, heating, audio, ventilation and air conditioning. It is also
equipped with a probe to measure the temperature of the room in which it is located. This
discreet screen blends well into a room with a contemporary style. In addition to these
multiple functions, the screensaver is fully customizable: choose between displaying a clock,
the temperature, a logo or even photos.
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